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Abstract
Alphabetic recognition is one of the most interesting and successful research fields in artificial intelligence and pattern
recognition. The different writing structures of the languages and the presence of different approaches in diagnosis of
letters of the different languages has been a challenge in alphabetic recognition. All these challenges have made many
researches switch this research area. Of the different approaches in alphabetic recognition, the neural artificial networks
could have been successful according to the capability of parallel process and learning capability for a special application
like recognition pattern. So, it is a suitable approach in alphabet recognition. The Kurdish language holds two manuscripts
according to Latin and Arabic alphabets. In this paper the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) artificial neural networks are studied by the back-propagation algorithm to recognize the Kurdish-Latin manuscript. The proposed method is also applicative
for diagnosis of all letters of the other Latin languages like English, Italian and etc. In this paper the MLP artificial neural networks are implemented in MATLAB environment. The efficiency factor for recognition of the Kurdish letters is to
maximize the recognition accuracy of the Kurdish letters in training and testing the MLP artificial neural networks. This
accuracy is 85.1535% in training stage and 81.2677% in testing stage.

Keywords: Accuracy of Testing, Accuracy of Training, Kurdish Letters Recognition, Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural
Networks

1. Introduction
Many important steps have been taken for identifying
the pattern in late decades. A pattern can be a letter or
a sample manuscript, a goal for radar, speaking signal,
cardiograph signal, signature, fingerprint or even a part
of the parts of production line in a factory1,2. It could be
seen that this field is very vast. So the letters diagnosis
could be a subject in identifying the patterns as interesting research fields for the researchers. Although there are
diverse kinds of languages which leads to the challenges
in letter diagnosis, the automation process of the pattern
recognition machines has made this easier2, 3. Reading the
alphabetic symbols and the numbers is a sample of automation process of the machines in pattern recognition3.
It must be said that now automation of the machines
*Author for correspondence

for pattern recognition leads to the serious advances in
science and technology from the increasing the speed and
preciseness, reducing the role of human in repetitive and
tiring works, frugality in time and reducing the error rate
in letters diagnosis points of view4. One of the machines
which has been located in all technologies in the recent
half a century, is the artificial neural networks4,5. Pattern
recognition, artificial intelligence and neural modeling are common in beginning point in history as they
all have been started from 1950s5. Generally the pattern
recognition is studied in many fields like artificial neural
networks. So this is why artificial neural networks application is a method for strengthening the pattern recognition
in comparison to the other methods and on this way, In
this regard the application of the artificial neural networks
for letters recognition and other kinds of patterns have
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been proposed because the artificial neural networks can
fulfill some shortages of the common pattern recognition
methods and represent interesting results6.
One of the applications of the artificial neural networks
in letters or numbers recognition which is seen today
is reading the bank cheques in less time than human
being or reading the plate number of the cars4. The letter
recognition using the artificial neural networks could be
very hard as it is hard to write the letters in different sizes
and the writing style and transformation of the letters to
matrix in different sizes are very hard. So it must be first
tried to identify a specific size in transforming any letter to
a matrix to make letters has a same size when transformed
to the matrix one by one, and this avoids any noise and
additional information, and the artificial neural networks
is a good solution for it7. Artificial neural networks are a
method which tries to mimic the behavior of the minds
of the people which are called brain neurons and simulate
them. Artificial neural networks have been used in many
applications like recognition and prediction which would
need the simulation tools in problems analysis8. Using the
artificial neural networks models it is possible to implement and design the letters recognition complex processes
in form of software. One of the applications of the artificial neural networks is that it is used for the problems and
methods in which there is no algorithmic solution for or
don’t follow any relationship9,10. The letter recognition via
artificial neural networks take place by the data training
which must be repeated many times to lead good results
about letter recognition10,11. Studying the literature, it
could be said that the researchers have tried to recognize
the letters in Persian7,12, Arabic7,13,14, English15,16, Indian
languages17–19 and Chinese20 using the different models of
artificial neural networks and the reason the researchers
have not selected the Kurdish language is that they are
no way familiar with this language. The artificial neural
networks are classified in two groups feed-forward and
recurrent21. Feed-Forward networks include many kinds
of artificial neural networks the most important of which
is the MLP artificial neural network and in this paper we
have used MLP artificial neural network for Kurdish letter recognition. The efficiency factor in this method is to
reach the maximum accuracy in Kurdish letters recognition in training and testing stages. The proposed method
in this paper is used for the letter recognition of all other
Latin languages like English, Italian and etc. In this paper
we have implemented the MLP artificial neural networks
in MATLAB environment.
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In Section 2, we will talk about the related works done
for letter recognition in different languages; In Section 3,
of the paper the Latin-Kurdish letters manuscript and the
recognition method of them is studied; In Section 4, of the
paper of MLP artificial neural networks and the proposed
method for this network is introduced. And, finally the
Section 5, will be conclusion and future works discussed.

2. Related Works
Kurdish language holds two common manuscripts based
on Latin and Arabic alphabet and no model of artificial neural networks has been used for none of the two
Kurdish manuscripts in letter diagnosis. But all of the
researches are based on letters recognition of English,
Arabic, Persian and Indian languages like Tamil, Telugu
and etc. In this paper we have introduced the related
works in the field of recognition of the English, Arabic,
Persian and Indian languages letters with different models of artificial neural networks and have tried to make the
researchers and the readers of this paper clearly understand the letters diagnosis of the different languages using
artificial neural networks models so it is not possible to
compare the works about the none Latin- Kurdish letters
recognition to the results of this paper which is about the
recognition of the Kurdish letters via MLP artificial neural
networks. From this point of view in this section (related
works), in the first part we will talk about the previous
researches in recognition of the Persian and Arabic and
Hindi letters by MLP artificial neural networks and the
previous researches in recognition of the letters of the different languages by the different artificial neural networks
in the second part.

2.1 Recognition of the Different Languages
Letters by the MLP Artificial Neural
Networks
Researchers18 have used MLP artificial neural networks
using the back-propagation algorithm and the Radial Basis
Function (RBF) artificial neural networks for recognition
of the Hindi letters. In this method a dataset which includes
245 repetitive characters of Hindi letters is used in which
125 characters are used as training data (training set) and
120 characters are used as testing data (testing set). In this
method the results showed that the MLP artificial neural
networks using learning back-propagation algorithm was
better in recognition accuracy and memory usage.
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In another research7 the MLP artificial neural networks
are used for recognition of the Arabic and Persian manuscript in which the back-propagation algorithm was used
for MLP learning. The MLP artificial neural network
holds three layers. In this method there are 30 neurons
in the input layer and 11 neurons in hidden layer and
4 neurons in output layer. In this method 10 characters
are selected from Persian and Arabic manuscript and 50
handwriting sample of any letter is present all of which
are like the images in definite sizes. The training rate for
40 sample of any letter is 80% and the testing rate for 10
samples of each letter is 20%. And using these rates, the
Mean Square Error in any repetitions, it is tried have the
least rate of error until it gets to zero.

2.2 Recognition of the Letters of Different
Languages by Different Models of
Artificial Neural Networks
In a research22, the RBF artificial neural networks in
which the combination of K-Means clustering and
genetic algorithms are used, are utilized for recognize the
first name of the people in Persian and Arabic languages.
110 samples are used for 30 names, 100 samples of which
are used for training and 10 samples are used for testing.
At the utmost accuracy the recognition of these names in
RBF artificial neural networks in combination to a genetic
algorithm has led to the improvement of recognition of
these names.
In reference23 the RBF artificial neural networks are
used for recognition of handwriting of 20 writers using
500 handwritings which were written by these writers.
The recognition of these manuscripts takes place using the
scanned images of the texts, and the accuracy manuscript
recognition of the 20 writers was 90 to 100 percent.
Researchers17 have used the Probabilistic Neural
Networks (PNN) and the RBF artificial neural networks
to recognize the Telugu letters which is the language of
more than 100 million people in south India. In this
method, 600 taken images of Telugu letters are used and
the efficiency factors for these networks are accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
and Negative Predictive Value (NPV). Then these factors are compared to each other for the two artificial
neural networks. Finally the Telugu letters recognition
for RBF artificial neural networks was better than PNN
artificial neural networks from efficiency factor point
of view.
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In another research24, the researchers did the
recognition of the typed letters using Fuzzy method which
is very accurate in recognition of the typed letters but is
not good enough in recognition of the handwriting.
In reference25 a hybrid neural network is used for recognition of the English handwriting letters. The neural
network inputs are in the form of the images of classified
letters. The proposed method for this hybrid neural network is using the Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM)
algorithm, gradient descent learning algorithms and the
Multilayer Feed-forward Networks (MLFN) and they
have led to the improvement of the recognition of the
English letters.
Also reference26 has implemented that the recognition
of the handwriting letters using the pen tip movements in
his thesis which is another way of recognizing the letters.
And if there is no enough accuracy in writing, the system
will not be able to deal with.
It is clear from the researches in letter recognition of
different languages that no study is done on recognition of
the Kurdish letters with different models in any artificial
neural networks. It is clear from the researches that there
is lack of information in Kurdish letters recognition and
this has been the inspiring factor for choosing Kurdish
letters recognition as the subject of this paper.

3. Recognition of the Kurdish
Language Letters
As it is said before the Kurdish language holds two common manuscripts according to the Latin and Arabic
alphabets. In this paper the Latin-Kurdish letters are
selected for recognition according to the MLP artificial
neural networks. Latin-Kurdish includes 31 letters. Table 1
shows these letters.
According to the Table 1, we have created each letter of
Kurdish language in the form of a matrix 7∗11 of one and zero
values. Then each 7∗11 matrix was changed to 77∗1 matrix
in which the numbers zero and one rows of matrix 7∗11
are tandem placed in one column. Then, each 77∗1 matrix
which shows one letter of Kurdish language is placed in the
Table 1.

Latin-Kurdish letters

A

B

C

D

Ç

E

Ê

F

G

H

I

J

Î

K

L

M

N

O

P

R

Q

S

Ş

T

U

Û

V

X

W

Y

Z
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general matrix which is named alphabet matrix which is in
77∗31 dimensions. The number 77 shows that each letter is
in form of 77∗1 matrix and number 31 shows that there are
31 letters in Kurdish Language. The goal of this is to collect all Kurdish letters in a general matrix named Alphabet.
For example the Kurdish letter Î which is in form of a 7∗11
matrix, is showed in Figure 1 and 2.
Figure 1 which is the letter Î is cited in this paper to
make the Figure 2 which is the 7∗11 matrix of letter Î be
understood and shown clearly and we have transformed all
31 letters of Kurdish language to the 7∗11 matrixes one by
one and of course the 7∗11 dimension is completely optional
for each letter and we can select the other dimension. Of
course according to the experiments on MLP, the more the
matrix dimension, the longer will be the MLP learning.
According to the Figure 2, we save the 7∗11 matrix of
letter Î in a 77∗1 matrix named Letter Î matrix in which
we put tandem zero and one numbers of the rows of the
matrix 7∗11 in one column and the Table 2 shows the
matrix 77∗1 of the Î letter.
The transformation method of each letter to 77∗1
matrixes is as the process of Figure 2 and Table 2. We have
31 matrixes of 77∗1 because there are 31 Kurdish letters.
Which finally 31 matrixes of 77∗1 are put in a general
matrix named Alphabet and then the Alphabet matrix is

Figure 1. The image of the letter Î.

Figure 2. Matrix 7∗11 of letter Î.
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Table 2.

Matrix Letter Î in 77∗1 dimensions
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
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created in the form of a 77∗31 matrix. The alphabet matrix
creation method is as shown in Table 3.
According to the Table 3, we save all letters from
LetterA to LetterZ any of which is in the form of a 77∗1
matrix in Alphabet matrix. At last the alphabet matrix will
be created in 77∗31 dimensions. The Alphabet Matrix is the
input matrix. Now to create the Target matrix and according to the 31 Kurdish letters, we create a 31∗31 matrix. This
matrix has a 1 value in each column that placed in the row
related to each number of the each letters. Table 4 shows
the Target matrix. For example, A letter holds the number
1 in the first row and the other numbers are 0.
In this paper the goal is learn of the MLP artificial
neural networks to maximize the recognition accuracy of
Kurdish letters in training and testing stages of the MLP.

4. Proposed Model
In the whole artificial neural networks, the parallel process
systems are which are used for recognition of the complex
patterns among the data. In fact an artificial neural network
is an information processing system which includes
some common specifications with the biological neural
networks. So, each artificial neural network is formed by a
set of the neurons holding a special arrangement. The basic
parts of an artificial neural network are the neurons and
the communication lines among them. The neurons are
Table 3.

Alphabet Matrix creation

Alphabet=[LetterA, LetterB, LetterC, LetterÇ, LetterD, LetterE,
LetterÊ, LetterF, LetterG, LetterH, LetterI, LetterÎ, LetterJ,
LetterK, LetterL, LetterM, LetterN, LetterO, LetterP, LetterQ,
LetterR, LetterS, LetterŞ, LetterT, LetterU, LetterÛ, LetterV,
LetterW, LetterX, LetterY, LetterZ]

Table 4.

The Target Matrix in 31 31 dimensions
∗

the interlinked processing elements which work together
to solve a problem27–29. The artificial neural networks are
able to learn. This learning takes place via experience and
the generalizability for solving the new problems which
make this method better than the others30,31.
The artificial neural networks made of one neuron are
so limited. One of the limitations is that these networks are
not able to implement the non-linear functions. The MLP
artificial neural networks include the two types of single
layer and multi-layer. The single layer perceptron artificial
neural networks is only able to learn the problems which
are linearly separable, but there are many problems which
are not linearly separable32 and Kurdish letters recognition is one of them. MLP artificial neural networks are
the multi-layer model which can be used for recognition
of the Kurdish letters which is a non-linear problem and
simply answers. MLP artificial neural networks include
one input layer, several hidden layers and one output layer
in any of them some neurons could be placed.
In each hidden and output layers the transfer functions
are used. The transfer functions are used to determine
neuron features to solve different problems33. In this paper
the logsis transfer function is used both in hidden and
output layers. The reason of selecting the logsis transfer
function for the both layers (hidden and output layers) is
that the output of the both layers fall in the zero and one
limits. In other words, as all used Kurdish letters holds
matrixes of one and zero values, so it is better to use the
Logsis transfer function which is in the range of zero and
one. Figure 3 shows the logsis transfer function.
According to the Figure 3, the logsis function generates
the output neuron between one and zero and the formula
1 is used for this function.

a (n ) =

1

1 + e −n

(1)

Figure 3. The architecture of the logsis transfer function.
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In this paper, for training of MLP artificial neural
 etworks and correction of the weights for improvement
n
of the recognition accuracy, the back-propagation
algorithm is used. In the back-propagation algorithm the
updating of any weight takes place via formula 2.
∆w ji = l d j oi 

(2)

According to the formula 2 in which λ is the learning
rate and if the δ1 is the output layer, then it is calculated
using the formula 3.
d j = o j (1 − o j )(t j − o j ) 
(3)
Formula 3 calculates the new weights for the output
layer and if δ1 is the hidden layer, then it is calculated
using the formula 4.

d j = o j (1 − o j )∑ d k wkj
k



(4)

And the formula 4 calculates the new weights for the
hidden layer. The MLP artificial neural networks in this
paper have 77 inputs according to the 77∗1 matrixes, and
any of the 77∗1 matrixes are related to one of the Kurdish
letters. As noted before, the target vector includes 31∗31
matrixes as noted before. In this paper, the goal is to
train MLP artificial neural networks to get 77 inputs
related to each feature of the letter, proper output from
between the ideal output 31 due to 31∗31 target matrixes
determine. The total scheme of the MLP artificial neural
networks for recognition of the Kurdish letters is based
on Figure 4.
In architecture of Figure 4 it is seen there are 77 inputs
related to each letter. The number of the neurons in output

layer is 31 and this is because there are 31 Kurdish letters
and the number of the hidden layers is considered by
experience 5 to get better results and the first hidden layer
holds 6 neurons, the second hidden layer holds 7 neurons,
the third hidden layer holds 8 neurons, the fourth hidden
layer holds 9 neurons and the fifth hidden layer holds 10
neurons. Also according to the Figure 4, the transfer function for neurons of the hidden and output layers is logsig.
The structure of the implementation in Matlab environment is based on newpr function4 and newpr function is
used for defining the MLP artificial neural networks.
According to the Alphabet matrix which have 77∗31
dimensions and all the letters are placed in this matrix,
85% is selected for training and the 15% for testing and
the Table 5 shows this Division.
In this paper, according to the Table 5 the accuracy of
the recognition of the Kurdish letters is showed in training and testing stages. To get the recognition accuracy at
training and testing stages, the output of the MLP of training and testing of the data and the target matrix are joined
to each other column by column. Then the values of the
rows and columns are divided into three groups and if the
value of any row and column was zero, the value would be
Table 5. The division of the data
for training and testing
Sample numbers

Percent

Type

65

85%

Train

12

15%

Test

77

100%

Total

Figure 4. The proposed scheme for MLP artificial neural networks in recognition of the Kurdish letters.
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zero and if the value was more than zero it would be 1 and
at last if the value was less than zero it would be -1. Then
all values of each column is summed up to reach a definite
value and then the numbers of the values of summing up
the each column which were zero are obtained and then
the formula 5 will be used for reaching this recognition
accuracy.
Accuracy = ( length (target) – length (find (S==0)))/
length (target)∗100
(5)
According to the formula 5, S is a matrix in which the
resulted values of adding each column equal to 0 placed
in it. In this formula we have subtracted the length of the
target matrix from the numbers which are equal to 0 in S
matrix and we do this because the number 1 in any letter
matrix show the letter and there is no need for numbers 0
and they are just extra load in the memory. The reason of
selecting number 100 is that the accuracy of the recognition in training and testing stages is calculated 100%.
According to the explanation about designing the
MLP artificial neural networks, Figures 5 and 6 show
the Kurdish letters recognition accuracy in training and
testing stages after execution of MLP artificial neural networks, respectively.
According to the Figures 5 and 6 as it can be seen,
the accuracy of Kurdish letters recognition is 85.1535% in
training stage and 81.2677% in testing stage. The points
which are colored black in Figures 5 and 6 are the matrix
Target. According to Figures 5 and 6, if these black points
are covered by the blue points which are the output of the

Figure 5. Kurdish letters recognition accuracy in training
stage of MLP artificial neural networks.
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artificial neural networks MLP in training and testing
stages, it will mean that this coverage is recognition of
matrix Target using output of artificial neural networks
MLP in training and testing stages, and this recognition is right. If some of the black points are not covered
by the blue points, it will mean that the blue points (the
output of the MLP artificial neural networks) could have
not recognize these black points (matrix Target) right.
The points zero and one in a vertical axis are the values
of the Kurdish letters in matrix Target and as said before
each letter is formed by zero and one values. The horizontal axis includes 31 Kurdish letters and these letters
are shown in Figures 5 and 6 in form of the black colored
points of matrix Target.
So, as it is clear from recognition accuracy in training
and testing stages, MLP artificial neural networks hold
high accuracy in recognition of Kurdish letters.

5. Conclusions and the Future
Works
Automation of the reading texts has been very important
in different languages and presenting a method for this
field with high accuracy has been the subject of the
researches. Automation of reading the texts in different languages leads to save time and costs. The letters recognition
is one of the subjects which have been very important for
automation of text reading point of view and many methods are used to implement the letters recognition systems.

Figure 6. Kurdish letters recognition accuracy in testing
stage of MLP artificial neural networks.
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As the presented methods have shortages in many fields, it
is important to use a new and general method for recognition of the letters which is not specific to a special language
and is generalizable to all languages. So the artificial neural
networks are very strong in patterns recognition in comparison to other methods. In this paper it is tried to use
the MLP artificial neural networks to present a method
for recognition of the Latin-Kurdish letters which contain
31 letters. Although, seriously has not been provided the
possibility of recognizing this letters by using the different models of artificial neural networks. In this paper,
efficiency factor for recognition of the Kurdish letters is to
maximize the recognition accuracy of the Kurdish letters
in training and testing stages. This recognition accuracy
rate is 85.1535% in training stage and 81.2677% in testing
stage. The proposed model in this paper for all languages
with Latin-letters is usable. The works which could be
done in future are to use the other models of artificial
neural networks like PNN and Generalized regression
neural networks to recognize the Kurdish letters and it is
also possible to compare any of these artificial neural networks to the MLP artificial neural network or any other
artificial neural network to understand which one has the
better accuracy of the Kurdish letters recognition.
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